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Abstract
One of the bene®ts of formally represented knowledge lies in its potential to be shared. Ontologies have been proposed as the ultimate
solution to problems in knowledge sharing. However even when an agreed correspondence between ontologies is reached that is not the end
of the problems in knowledge sharing. In this paper we explore a number of realistic knowledge-sharing situations and their related problems
for which ontologies fall short in providing a solution. For each situation we propose and analyse alternative solutions. q 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One of the bene®ts of formally represented knowledge
lies in its potential to be shared. The opportunity presented
by computer interconnection technologies such as the Internet is for locally produced knowledge bases and inference
mechanisms to interact in solving problems which are more
complicated than each individual system could tackle on its
own. However, in many such situations we have to face
problems concerning how we can ensure, or at least assess,
the reliability of different forms of cooperation, given that
each system may have been developed by different people
and are likely to be based on different languages and formalisms.
Ontologies [24,33,35,52] have been proposed as the ultimate solution to problems in knowledge sharing. Ontologies
provide explicit mappings between shared concepts from
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formalisms of different systems [52]. However, as pointed
out in Ref. [16], even when an agreed correspondence
between ontologies is reached that is not the end of the
problems. In this paper we explore a number of realistic
knowledge-sharing situations and their related problems
for which ontologies fall short in providing a solution. For
each of such problems we propose and analyse alternative
solutions.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In the rest of this
section we further discuss our aimed class of knowledgebased systems (KBSs, for short) and their properties; we
also present a parallel between knowledge sharing and
object-oriented technologies (Section 1.2) and a brief
discussion on the existing proposals for the communication
among KBSs (Section 1.3). We present the organisation of
the rest of this paper in the ensuing paragraphs.
Even when a single language can be employed to represent the messages exchanged among the systems, this by no
means implies that a single theory can be constructed for the
shared ontologies among those systems. This simpli®ed
situation is obviously desirable and should be pursued
whenever possible. In Ref. [24] we ®nd the proposal of an
`ontology server', to act as a tool to construct large collections of shared ontologies. In Section 2 we address the dif®culties inherent to this approach.
In Ref. [28] we ®nd the differentiation between KBSs and
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knowledge base repositories, being the latter used to store
declarative knowledge and information, akin and subject to
the same care requested by a database to maintain integrity
and accessibility. Sharing declarative knowledge (e.g.
contained in knowledge base repositories) can be quite
diverse from sharing reasoning (i.e. deductive) knowledge,
as shown in Section 3.
Modelling the content of the messages to be exchanged
between pairs of KBSs is a semantic problem. Since the
construction of the corresponding logical theory of the interlingua is carried through at the syntactical level, it can
happen that some important semantic issues become invisible in the implementation, nevertheless they may be still
requirements to maintain consistency of the interpretation
of messages. This issue is further analysed in Section 4.
The knowledge sharing strategy for the construction and
application of KBSs may lead to more and more distributed
and fragmented networks of systems. Individual KBSs may
thus become smaller, and it may happen that a request not be
solvable by a single system, but still be solvable by an
appropriate combination of operations from many systems.
In this case, a knowledge broker is demanded to split a
single request into a collection of requests, gather the corresponding operation execution results and assemble them to
satisfy the demanding client. This situation is explored in
Section 5.
Finally, in Section 6 we draw some conclusions and
discuss the results presented.
1.1. Knowledge-based systems: issues and features
Knowledge sharing is closely connected to knowledgebased systems, which are, on their turn, founded on knowledge. The most commonly used de®nition of knowledge is
justi®ed true belief, as found in, for instance, the work of
Delgrande and Mylopoulos [18]. Hence, KBSs are computer
software systems that work with justi®ed true beliefs. We
can expand this a bit, and propose that a KBS has as its
content collections of information structures Ð representations of beliefs Ð for which we de®ne formal interpretations
that grant them the status of true beliefs. Moreover, this
status can be checked by means of (most often deductive)
proofs, that provide them a formal justi®cation.
A large number of formal languages exist for KBSs, each
being chosen according to its adequacy for the representation of the knowledge related to speci®c domains, ease-ofuse, popularity, and existing supporting tools. For instance,
bayesian and probabilistic languages [43] are convenient for
uncertain knowledge; linear logics [30] are convenient for
representing knowledge whose inferences may be resourcebounded, and so on. Attempts to provide heterogeneous
sources of knowledge with the ability to cooperate have
arisen in different contexts. Some projects related to this
idea can be found [32,42,50]. A more formal counterpart
to these proposals, oriented to formal speci®cation of software, can be found in Refs. [9,31].

KBSs are best presented in terms of logical systems,
although this does not necessarily mean that they have to
be implemented as such. If we concentrate on deductive
logics we can ®nally achieve the conceptualisation of a
KBS that we intend to adopt throughout this work. We
shall regard a KBS as a deductive theory, written in a particular logic language with well-de®ned formal semantics,
which includes the expected soundness and completeness
results for the deductive theory with respect to the corresponding semantic theory. A query is a logical conjecture
posed to the deductive theory, whose truth evaluation is
justi®ed by proof-theoretical means.
KBSs are built for `practical' problem-solving, hence the
semantics of their corresponding deductive theories must be
convincing enough as models for the problems being solved.
Furthermore, the proof generation procedures must be
appropriately implemented as ef®cient pieces of software,
and they must be appropriately wrapped as usable pieces of
software, with accordingly well-engineered interfaces.
Building a full ¯edged KBS can be a highly costly endeavour, as it requires a deep analysis of the system's problem
domain and problem solving procedures, the engineering of
an appropriate logical language for the system, the modelling and formal reconstruction of the problem and its
solving procedures in terms of the semantics of the corresponding logical language. It is also required that the actual
construction of the deductive theory which models the
speci®c problem and procedures are taken into account,
and, of course, the whole software engineering business
related to implementing the system, including testing,
validation, code optimisation and interface development.
A historical account 3 of the development of KBSs shows
that the ®rst systems constructed bene®ted from the existence of each other only with respect to the developed skills
and generic methods in use, that could be passed away and
exploited in the construction of the following systems. Little
of the accumulated domain knowledge, deductive theories
and underlying languages could be inherited from one
system to another.
1.2. Knowledge sharing and object-oriented systems
Recent developments in software construction technology have suggested that a more ef®cient approach to the
development of KBSs could be taken, that would lead to
cost-effective construction of higher-quality systems.
Namely, techniques related to distributed object oriented
systems development and implementation have in¯uenced
the development of KBSs towards knowledge sharing
[24,27±29,41].
A well accepted standardised architecture for implementing distributed object oriented systems is the Common
Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) proposed
3
This can be inferred from the reported experiences of development of
early KBSs, as found in e.g. Ref. [37].
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by the Object Management Group. According to the
CORBA speci®cation [45]:

Ð there is room for further standardisation, that can
improve reliability and ef®ciency in system production.

² `(¼) an object system is a collection of objects that
isolates the requestors of services (clients) from the
providers of services by a well-de®ned encapsulating
interface.'
² `(¼) An object system provides services to clients. A
client is any entity capable of requesting the service.'
² `(¼) An object is an identi®able, encapsulated entity that
provides one or more services that can be requested by a
client.'
² `(¼) A request is an event, i.e. something that occurs at a
particular time. The information associated with a
request consists of an operation, a target object, zero or
more (actual) parameters, and an optional request
context.'
² `(¼) An interface is a description of a set of possible
operations that a client may request of an object.'
² `(¼) An operation is an identi®able entity that denotes a
service that can be requested.'

1.3. Communication among KBSs

Clients can be external users or objects themselves. Abiding by this architecture, we can implement objects and
clients in a distributed fashion. One advantage of adopting
this discipline of software system construction is the opportunity for object reuse that can improve software production
ef®ciency and reliability. Object reuse requires that
requests, interfaces and operations are in accordance with
a standard communication protocol (e.g. the OMG Interface
De®nition Language in CORBA).
If we identify objects with KBSs, it becomes clear that
these concepts can be borrowed to describe what knowledge
sharing is about: requests are queries, presented in a
standardised format to a knowledge broker, mediator or
matchmaker that, based on available interfaces, will trigger
the appropriate KBSs and send back the results of corresponding operations:
Knowledge sharing is the process of conveying
knowledge embedded into one KBS to another.
The key advantage of knowledge sharing lies on the reuse
of (partial) capabilities embedded into KBSs [41]. These
capabilities include declarative knowledge, representation
and (inferential, deductive) reasoning capabilities.
The implementation of knowledge sharing services asks
for the provision of adequate communication infrastructure,
to handle requests, advertisement of capabilities and
exchanging of messages that can result from the execution
of operations within KBSs. There exist standard solutions
for the lower level message-passing services, as well as for
the required distributed object management services (e.g.
the already mentioned CORBA standards). Moreover,
given that the objects and messages being passed are of a
specialised kind Ð namely, they are all queries and
responses to queries directed to and/or generated by KBSs

The Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language
(KQML) [28,39] has been proposed as the standard for
the communication layer among KBSs. It provides for the
encapsulation and passing of messages containing queries
and responses to queries. The actual content of the messages
has to be expressed using a different language, 4 commonly
called an Interlingua [27,42] because it must be capable of
expressing concepts that are common to systems that
exchange messages.
Strictly speaking, there is no reason to assume that a
generic interlingua can be constructed which is suf®ciently
expressive to discriminate contents of messages to be
exchanged between every pair of KBSs. It has been argued
that a language with the expressive power of ®rst-order logic
can be suf®cient for the representation of most of such
messages. An example of interlingua based on this point
of view that has been employed with relative success is
the Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) [29]. The interlingua is thus used to represent concepts belonging to a
System that have to be passed over to another one. These
concepts must therefore `make sense' in both systems, i.e.
they must belong to the shared ontologies of both systems.
Following Gruber [33], ªan ontology is an explicit speci®cation of a conceptualisationº. A shared ontology is the
explicit speci®cation of shared conceptualisations, i.e. a
common representation for concepts that belong to more
than one system.
Building a theory of shared ontologies for a pair of KBSs
is in many senses similar to building a KBS of its own, since
it requires a deep analysis of the systems' problem domains
and problem solving procedures, the engineering of an
appropriate logical language to act as interlingua (or the
analysis whether the existing ones, e.g. KIF, are suited to
act as interlingua), and the formal modelling of the content
of the messages to be exchanged between the systems in
terms of the semantics of the interlingua. It is also necessary
that the actual construction and implementation of the
messages be taken care of as queries and operation execution results and their correspondences with expressions
internal to the systems exchanging messages, in the form
of a logical theory of the interlingua.
2. On sharing and reusing knowledge of multiple
ontologies
In this section we describe an experiment in multiple
ontologies reuse: given the task of engineering a new
4
KQML itself could be used to represent the content of messages, but it
has not been designed for this purpose and other languages are better
equipped for this task.
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Fig. 1. Part of Ecolingua ontology.

ontology, the easiest way is to reuse existing ontologies
whose concepts overlap with those of the new ontology.
However, some dif®culties have been detected in this
approach and we have explored alternative solutions for
them.
The knowledge sharing community has started to feel
uneasy about the dearth of convincing successes on ontologies reuse and application [53]. Few detailed experiment
reports can be found in the relevant literature: the research
work of Swartout et al. [51] used SENSUS, a broad natural
language based ontology for machine translation, to
construct a domain speci®c ontology for military air
campaign planning. Domain speci®c concepts were linked
to the SENSUS hierarchy of concepts. For narrowing down
the concepts included, they pruned the hierarchy like in
Section 2.2, followed by reintroduction of manually
selected relevant concepts. The work of Uschold et al.
[54] reuses the EngMath Ontology [34], from the Ontolingua Server library, for deployment of a layout design application, having gone through, like us, the process of
translation into a target speci®cation language, Slang.
We wanted to engineer a formal ontology for description
of ecological metadata, Ecolingua [5,6]. Its construction
has been motivated by the development of an automated
ecological modelling system [7], where partial models are
generated based on high-level properties of data, e.g.
quantities associated with ecological entities, physical
dimensions of quantities, sampling campaigns and frequencies, spatial distribution of sampling points, etc. Upon
descriptions of these properties through the ontology, automated modelling mechanisms draw partial models that are
consistent with the data.
Given the multidisciplinary nature of concepts related to
ecological data, we were interested in exploring knowledge
reuse for constructing Ecolingua. The extensive library of
shareable ontologies made available by the Ontolingua
Server [24] led us to choose it as an ontology construction
tool. Ontolingua, the server's underlying language, was

created as an attempt to solve the portability problem for
ontologies. It adopts a translation approach in which ontologies are speci®ed in a standard, system-independent form
and translated into speci®c representation languages [33].
The deployment of an ontology through the server in a
form that can be used by some reasoning system is thus a
two-fold process. First, the conceptual ontology is created
by means of specifying its de®nitions through the class, slot,
relation, function, individual and axiom constructs, and then
it is translated into some target implementation language
that is adequate to the intended usage of the ontology.
The extra challenge of the Ecolingua experiment, driven
by the diversity of the domain, was the reuse of concepts
from a number of different ontologies, even though all under
the Ontolingua unifying framework. In the light of the effort
made in our experiment, where we had all the ontologies in
a unique representational framework, we believe that automated tools to support reuse and integration of different
ontologies under different representation systems is not
yet a reality.
2.1. Conceptual ontology
The Ecolingua [5,6] vocabulary embodies concepts that
one would evoke in order to convey descriptions of ecological data properties, functioning as a framework that is
instantiated to particular data sets. The collection of concept
de®nitions is structured as a hierarchy of interrelated
classes, with axioms restricting interpretations of the de®nitions. Fig. 1 shows some of the Ecolingua classes and relations together with an excerpt of Ecolingua's type
hierarchy. The classes constrain the type of objects involved
in the relations. The directed arcs show the direction of the
relation, from domain classes to range classes; e.g. the relation sampling frequency gives a non-negative integer (range
class) as the number of occasions in which a quantity
(domain class) has been sampled along a year (domain
class). The classes in dashed boxes in the type hierarchy
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Fig. 2. KIF axioms (left) and their translation into ontolingua Prolog syntax (right).

exemplify reuse of other ontologies' classes as super-classes
of the end-ontology classes. Thing, physical attribute, area,
temporal thing and time interval all belong to the same
ontology, Hpkb-Upper-Level, from which we reuse de®nitions.
2.2. Translating conceptual into operational
The conceptual ontology at the time of translation had 37
classes and about the same number of relations/functions.
We now describe in detail the steps we have taken in order
to have Ecolingua translated into Horn Clauses of a Prolog
program [3,40], our choice of target language.
2.2.1. Step 1: automatic translation by the Ontolingua
Server into Prolog Syntax
The Ontolingua Server provides a translation service into
different target languages, including the so called Prolog
syntax. However, it does not produce Prolog runnable
code but logical sentences in a KIF-like Prolog readable
syntax. This is so because KIF is the formal language
used to represent the de®nitions comprising the Ontolingua
server's ontologies. It is a pre®x monotonic ®rst-order
logic with set theory that subsumes Horn clause logic
[29]. Thus, only a subset of the de®nitions is translatable
into standard Prolog. A note on design decisions for translating Ontolingua to Prolog Syntax can be found in Ref.
[23].
In Ecolingua we refer to selected de®nitions in ®ve other
ontologies: Hpkb-Upper-Level, Kif-Numbers, Kif-Extensions, Simple-Time and Physical-Quantities. The Ontolingua Server translator provides the option of translating an
ontology in isolation, in which case the referenced de®nitions to other ontologies are not included, or translating the
ontology along with all the complete referenced ontologies.
The translation of Ecolingua into Prolog Syntax through the
former option produces an 85 Kb ®le, whereas the latter
produces a 5.3 Mb ®le. Obviously, as far as knowledge
sharing is concerned, we are interested in translation
mechanisms that provide for inclusion of referred de®nitions. One de®nes a class, say, plot as a subclass of the
Hpkb-Upper-Level ontology class area for the sake of

reusing area de®nitions, and therefore those should also be
part of the translation.
In the following step we show how we re-engineered the
5.3 Mb ®le (which we shall call hereafter simply work®le)
in order to turn it into a better structured, smaller, and,
hopefully, more manageable, set of axioms. Initially,
minor editing was necessary in order to make the ®le
produced by Ontolingua's translator readable by our
adopted Prolog interpreter, SICStus [38]. For instance,
literals such as listof (), without any arguments, have
appeared Ð these have been replaced by listof (_) with
a fake argument to comply with Prolog's syntax. It should
be pointed out that Ontolingua's automatic translator cannot
cope with some constructs in which case these appear as
commented lines in the output ®le.
2.2.2. Step 2: cleaning up extraneous clauses
Extraneous clauses are over-general facts, de®nitions of
self subclasses and duplicated classes. These clauses should
be identi®ed and removed from the work ®le.
² Over general facts Ð A fact is over general if all its
arguments are uninstantiated variables: for instance,
overgeneral F Ã
is_ontolingua_predicate F^
F ^ arguments F; Args^
;X:var X Ã member X; Args:
There were 59 occurrences of over general facts such as
the one above in the work®le. Examples are list(X), class(X),
relation(X), set(X), positive_integer(X) and natural(X). To
illustrate this issue, let us consider in detail a particular
clause de®ning relation positive_integer(X). It comes from
the axioms de®ning the Nth-Domain relation in the Frame
ontology, which is part of the Ontolingua Server's library of
ontologies. In the server the relation is documented as:
`Domain restrictions generalised to n-ary relations. The
sentence (Nth-domain Rel 3 Type) says that the 3rd element
of each tuple in the relation Rel is an instance of the type
class.'
We show in Fig. 2 both the original KIF axioms and their
translations into Ontolingua Prolog syntax. The axioms
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Fig. 3. Extract of the class hierarchy (directed arcs are instances of subclass_of Class; Parent_class relation).

(Positive-Integer ?N) and (Relation ?Relation) de®ne the
classes of objects that instantiate variables ?N and
?Relation. There is an implicit notion of variable scope
here. The variables named ?N and ?Relation share the
same instantiation across the axioms. This is what causes
the over general facts in the Prolog version. In Prolog, the
scope of a variable does not go beyond the clause where it
appears. Thus the variable N in the implication axiom and
the other variable N in the positive_integer(N)
axiom do not share. Any term can match N in the Prolog
axiom positive_integer(N), leading to unwanted,
yet logically sound instantiations.
² Self Subclasses Ð The Ontolingua server does not allow
users to de®ne circular subclasses/superclasses: in such
cases an error message `Cannot have a circular superclass/subclass graph' is displayed. However, the query
subclass_of(X,X) over the knowledge base in the
work®le succeeds for 12 instances of X, all of them
classes in the Hpkb-Upper-Level ontology (e.g.
subclass_of(locomotion_process,locomotion_process)).
² Duplicated Clauses Ð Duplicated clauses amounted to
57 Kb of the work®le.
2.2.3. Step 3: pruning the class hierarchy
Every time a class is created in the server it must be
de®ned as a subclass of some other existent class, through
the Subclass-Of relation. The Subclass-Of relation is de®ned
in the Okbc-Ontology as: `class C is a subclass of parent

class P if and only if every instance of C is also an instance
of P', with correspondent KIF axiom:
( , (Subclass-Of ?Child-Class ?Parent-Class)
(Forall (?Instance)
( ) (Instance-Of ?Instance ?Child-Class)
(Instance-Of ?Instance ?Parent-Class))))
The parent class may be chosen among the classes of
the end-ontology being built or from the classes of any
of the ontologies in the server's library (henceforth
called alien classes). The chosen parent class in turn
could also have been de®ned as a subclass of some
other class. Ultimately, the hierarchy of classes is
completed, with the end-ontology classes as leaf nodes
and as root nodes, classes from other ontologies which
are not de®ned as being subclasses of some other class.
An end-ontology class will not appear as a root node,
since every class when created must be de®ned as a
subclass of some other class. There are 18 classes in
Ecolingua whose parent classes are de®ned elsewhere.
For most of them we were able to ®nd classes that are
conceptually appropriate as parent classes, e.g. the
Ecolingua class plot is a subclass of area de®ned in the
Hpkb-Upper-Level. For the remaining classes we
de®ned as parent the catch-all class thing in the OkbcOntology, since thing is the class of everything in the
universe of discourse that can be in a class. This includes
all the relations and objects de®ned in the KIF speci®cation,
plus all other objects de®ned in user ontologies.
The resulting class hierarchy is an acyclic graph (or
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forest) structure. The graph's nodes are classes and it's
directed arcs are of the subclass_of relation. It contains
1758 classes altogether, 1721 of which are alien classes.
All classes are found as the set of all nodes that take part
in the subclass_of relation:
SNodes  {Nodeu'Child, Parent . subclass_of(Child, Node) _
subclass_of(Node, Parent)}

The roots in the forest are the nodes that have no parent:
SRoots  {Nodeu'Child .
subclass_of(Child, Node) ^
not('Parent . subclass_of(Node, Parent))}
SRoots contains eight elements: thing Ð Okbc-Ontology;
term, expression and operator Ð KIF-Meta; set and
bounded Ð KIF-Sets; list Ð KIF-Lists; and number Ð
KIF-Numbers. The largest tree by far is the tree under
thing, containing 1681 classes. The thing, set, bounded
and number trees are connected encompassing all but 47
of the classes, which are nodes in the four other disjoint
trees with roots term, expression, operator and list. Altogether, the classes hierarchy topology is a forest of ®ve
disjoint connected trees, one of them containing approximately 90% of the classes.
Fig. 3 shows an extract of the class hierarchy. In the ®gure
we adopt the server's notation Class@Ontology, denoting
class and correspondent ontology. It illustrates the myriad of
classes included in the hierarchy, most of them of unlikely
practical relevance. For instance, the establishment of the
relation subclass_of(plot, area), being plot an end-ontology
class and area de®ned in the Hpkb-Upper-Level ontology
causes all the classes in Hpkb-Upper-Level to be included
in the hierarchy.
We prune the hierarchy by traversing it bottom-up: from
the leaf nodes, which are end-ontology classes, up to the
root nodes. SP is the set of pruned classes, the ones we keep,
if SEco is the set of the end-ontology classes and SP is
connected to SEco:
pruned_classes(SP) Ã
SEco  {Classuecolingua_class(Class)} ^
connected(SP,SEco)
SP is connected to SEco if it is the set of classes that are
in the paths from the end-ontology classes to the forest
roots:
connected(SP,SEco) Ã
SP  {Classu'Eco_class .
Eco_class [ SEco ^
in_path(Class, Eco_class)}
The current class is part of the path:
in_path Class; Class
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The parent class of the current class is also in the path:
in_path(P_class, Class) Ã
subclass_of(Class, P_class)
And so is any ancestor of the current class:
in_path(A_class, Class) Ã
subclass_of(Class, P_class) ^
in_path(A_class, P_class)
This pruning method reduces the class hierarchy from
1758 classes to only 76.
The bold arrows in Fig. 3 represent the paths from plot, an
end-ontology class, to thing, a root class. All classes in these
paths are kept. The classes with dashed arcs to their parent
classes exemplify classes that are pruned off. They are not in
the paths from plot to thing (and are not in the paths from
any of the end-ontology classes to any of the root classes).
Despite reducing the hierarchy size dramatically, the
method cannot guarantee that all and only classes of interest, conceptually speaking, are kept.
It is reasonable to expect some speci®cations (slots and
their values and axioms) in the de®nitions of classes to be
useful for a reasoning system using the ontology axioms.
For instance, the slot absolute_value_fn, the unary mathematical function that returns the absolute value of its argument (Hpkb-Upper-Level ontology), with value type
scalar_interval that plot inherits through the path plot !
area ! scalar_interval, can be used to ensure that the
area of a plot is given as a positive value. Nevertheless, as
we move higher along the paths, away from plot, the classes
become more and more conceptually remotely related to it,
rendering unlikely practical reuse of their speci®cations.
On the other hand, there are classes of interest that end up
being pruned off. This is the case, for instance, of some
subclasses of physical_attribute, such as raininess, color
and mass which are desirable as part of Ecolingua's
universe of discourse. Only an inspection of the class hierarchy by the ontology designer could guarantee that all and
only classes of interest are maintained, but this is obviously
impractical when the design involves reuse of multiple and
large-scale ontologies.
2.2.4. Step 4: pruning clauses
The objective of this step is to prune our work®le, keeping only the clauses deemed relevant. The relevance criteria
are empirical, based on our familiarity with Ontolingua relations. The pruning method presented reduces the work®le
down to 1.4 Mb. We start by asserting an initial set of relevant classes, relations and functions. The pruning process
consists of selecting clauses that are related to this initial set.
We take as initial relevant classes:
² The end-ontology classes and all their ancestor classes, i.e.
the classes in the set SP of pruned classes (Section 2.2).
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² The classes class (Okbc-Ontology), relation, binary_ relation and function (Kif-Relations), since these are the
meta-ontology classes of which the ontological
constructs are instances.
The initial relevant relations and functions are all relations and functions of the end-ontology.
Every clause in the work®le is checked for relevance,
with clauses of certain forms treated speci®cally. With
these speci®c checks we ®rst select the clauses that specify
relevant instances of the class, relation, individual and
axiom constructs (checks (1)±(5)), and then the clauses
that specify subclass and instance relations involving
them (checks (6) and (7)). Clauses of other forms are relevant if they involve relevant classes or relations (check (8)).
Below we explain the relevance checks for each of these
speci®c forms of clauses as well as the general case.
(1) Clauses class(C). A clause class(C) is relevant if C is
one of the initial relevant classes:
relevant(class(C)) Ã
C [ SP _
C [ {class, relation, binary_relation, function}
Or if there is a relevant class, relation or function T which
is an instance of class C:
relevant(class(C)) Ã
instance_of(T,C) ^
(relevant(class(T)) _ relevant(relation(T)) _
relevant(function(T)))
instance_of(T,C), T is an instance of class C, is an Ontolingua relation de®ned in the Okbc-Ontology that holds for
every ontological term with an associated de®nition. Every
class, relation or function is an instance of some class. 5 For
example, the relation adjacent_to (Hpkb-Upper-Level
ontology) is an instance of the classes relation and spatial_predicate, the latter being a class of relations. The aim of
this check is to include as relevant those classes whose
instances (other classes, relations or functions) are relevant.
(2) Clauses relation(R) and function(R). A clause relation(R) or function(R) is relevant if R is one of the initial
relevant relations or functions, respectively, i.e. R is an endontology relation or function:
relevant(P(R)) Ã
P [ {function, relation} ^
ecolingua_relation(R)
Besides the end-ontology ones we should keep relations
and functions (relations hereafter, since in Ontolingua, a
5
An instance should not be confused with the Ontolingua construct
individual. An instance can be a class but an individual cannot.

function is a special kind of relation) that are related to
alien classes. Relations in Ontolingua are used to describe
relationships between n terms, with n $ 2. domain(R,C),
the domain of relation R is class C, also a relation in the
Okbc-Ontology, speci®es the classes to which each of the
n 2 1 terms belong. Each of the n 2 1 terms is an instance_of its domain class. For instance, domain(number_of_replicates, treatment) speci®es that the function
number_of replicates applies to objects of the Ecolingua
class treatment.
The counter-relation to domain(R,C) is range(R,C),
which speci®es the class of the nth term in the relation.
As a pruning strategy we keep the relations that have
relevant domain classes only, not including relations with
relevant range classes. The intuition behind this strategy is
that a relation with a relevant domain class has a stronger
bond with our relevant classes hierarchy. The strategy
stretches the boundaries of the ontology from inside out,
absorbing relations that are driven by, or have domains
which are, relevant classes. Keeping relations that have
relevant range classes would mean we would have to
include outsider relations that rather end in relevant classes.
Thus:
relevant P R Ã
P [ {function; relation}^
domain R; C ^ relevant class C
(3) Clauses inverse(X,Y). inverse(R1,R2) is a Kif-Relations ontology function that applies over binary relations.
Its meaning is that one binary relation is the inverse of
another if they are equivalent when their arguments are
swapped. For instance, the Simple-Time ontology relations
after (T1,T2) and before (T2,T1), where T1 and T2 are time
ranges, are equivalent. Therefore inverse_of (after,before)
holds.
These clauses are kept for the sake of retaining in the
ontology the knowledge of the inverse relations of relevant
relations. Thus, clause inverse(R1,R2) is relevant if any of R1
or R2 is a relevant relation:
relevant inverse R1 ; R2  Ã
relevant relation R1  _ relevant relation R2 
(4) Clauses specifying individuals. Clauses specifying
individuals appear as ground unary predicates C(I), where
I is an individual and C is the class of which I is a member.
For instance, forest_logging_disturbance_class(clearing
_edge) denotes that clearing_edge is an individual of the
class forest_logging_disturbance_class.
We want to keep the clauses that specify individuals of
relevant classes, excluding the meta-ontology classes class,
relation, binary_relation and function. The exclusion is
necessary because there exist clauses of the forms class(T ),
relation(T ), binary_relation(T ) and function(T ) for every
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class, relation or function T. Thus:

predicates outside the set:

relevant C I Ã
C Ó {class; relation; binary_relation; function}C^
relevant class C

SPred  {class; relation; function;
subclass_of ; instance_of ; inverse;
exists; forall; ); (; ,; 2}

(5) Clauses specifying logical sentences. Ontologies'
axioms get translated by the Ontolingua Server into logical
sentences appearing as clauses with the predicates: exists,
representing the existential quanti®er, forall, the universal
quanti®er, ) , implication, ( , reverse implication, , ,
equivalence, and 2, negation.
All logical sentences that involve relevant classes,
relations or functions should be kept, since they represent the axioms that constraint interpretations of the relevant ontological de®nitions. Names of classes, relations
and functions appear in the logical sentences clauses as
functors in the arguments of the logical operators predicates, for instance , (individual(A), 2 (set(A))). Thus, a
clause representing a logical sentence is relevant if any
of its arguments contains a functor which is a relevant
class, relation or function:

Check (2) above guarantees that the domain classes of
relevant relations are part of the pruned ontology, and subsequent checks guarantee that clauses that involve these
domain classes are kept. Complementary to that, clauses
that contain as a subterm the range class of a relevant relation must be kept. Thus, a clause is relevant if its predicate is
not in SPred and it has a subterm which is the range class of a
relevant relation or function:

relevant Lclause Ã
predicate_name Lclause; P ^
P [ {exists; forall; ); (; ,; 2} ^
arguments Lclause; Args ^
contains_functor Args; F ^
relevant class F _ relevant relation F _
relevant function F

relevant Clause Ã
predicate_name Clause; P ^
P Ó SPred ^ subterm Clause; T ^
relevant class T _ relevant relation T _
relevant function T

(6) Clauses subclass_of (C1,C2). A clause subclass_
of(C1,C2) is relevant if any of C1 or C2 is a relevant class:
relevant subclass_of C1 ; C2  Ã
relevant class C1  _ relevant class C2 
The subclass_of (C1,C2) clauses give shape to the class
hierarchy. It is crucial to keep them as part of the pruned
ontology to allow for the inheritance mechanism.
(7) Clauses instance_of (T,C). A clause instance_of (T,C) is
relevant if the term T is a relevant class, relation or function:
relevant instance_of T; C Ã
relevant class T _
relevant relation T _
relevant function T
Note that checking relevance of these clauses on the
grounds that C is a relevant class would have no pruning
effect. The meta-ontology classes class, relation, binary_
relation and function are relevant classes, and to every
term T which is a class exists a clause instance_of
(T,class), to every term T which is a relation exists a clause
instance_of(T, relation), and so on.
(8) Other clauses. Here we check the relevance of any
clause that do not fall into the cases above, i.e. clauses with

relevant Clause Ã
predicate_name Clause; P ^ P Ó SPred ^
relevant relation R _ relevant function R ^
range R; Class ^ subterm Clause; Class
And ®nally the most general case: a clause is relevant if
its predicate is not in SPred and it has a subterm which is a
relevant class, relation or function.

2.2.5. Step 5: transforming logical sentences into Horn
clauses
At this stage we have a much smaller collection of KIF
expressions but these still are not in the form required for the
computations we wish to perform in Prolog. The good news
is that, since KIF and Prolog share a common logical parentage, standard truth-preserving transformations from ®rst
order predicate calculus to Horn clauses (see for example
Ref. [40]) can be used to convert many of the expressions to
exactly the form required. For instance, the KIF expression
, (a) (b and c) translates to the equivalent set of Horn
clauses {a Ã b ^ c; b Ã a; c Ã a}: The bad news is that
not all KIF expressions are translated into an elegant
computational form by this means.
An example is the expression , a ?X or b ?X c ?X:
As a ®rst stage translation we can obtain the equivalent set
of expressions {a X Ã b X _ c X; a X ! b X _
c X}: The ®rst of these is acceptable as a Horn clause
but the second is not. There is then an issue about the
form into which we should translate the second expression.
We observe that in our domain of application (and we
suspect in many others) circumstances like this one occur
when the KIF expression's most likely computational use is
in testing the consistency of the precondition of the implication. In our example we want to show that b(X) or c(X) is
true when a(X) is true. Since we are testing X, rather than
generating an instance of it, we can use the equivalence
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between P ! Q and : (P ^ : Q) to translate to a Prolog
goal. For our example this is the consistency constraint :
a X^ : b X _ c X:
By being selective in this way we translate all our KIF
axioms to Prolog, either as program de®nitions or as consistency constraints.
2.3. Discussion
The Ontolingua server has been helpful in conceptualising Ecolingua, promoting structured formal speci®cations
to a degree. Although KIF axioms can be written, it is
curious to observe their scarcity in most ontologies in the
server's library. Ontologies and concepts are abundant,
however, selecting relevant ones for reuse can be tedious.
The only way to do this is to browse the ontologies and to
search for concept names by matching words. No meaningbased search facility is available.
The problems with the translation begin with getting as
outcome from the server the union of the full content of all
referred ontologies, including the infrastructural de®nitions of
the implicitly imported Frame ontology. The pruning methods we apply are heuristics. We cannot guarantee that the
pruned ontology is a self-contained, consistent logical theory.
When translating Ontolingua ontologies into any implementation language, one has to compromise on expressiveness and
reasoning. Inference engines that support the full expressiveness of KIF, a ®rst-order logic, cannot be built. The common
logical parentage between KIF and Prolog allowed our
compromises to be relatively modest.
We do not have a metric for cost-effectiveness of this
experiment. Neither could we use an off-the-shelf one for
metrics on knowledge reuse are yet to be formulated. Ref.
[10] is the pioneering work on that. We do have a subjective
evaluation, though. If we were to start building Ecolingua,
knowing what we have learned, we would still use the Ontolingua server for browsing existing, potentially useful,
ontologies. However, we would prefer to manually write
down the actual speci®cation of the ontology from scratch
and to rewrite selected de®nitions for inclusion from other
ontologies, being in total control of every ontological
commitment made.
Applying Ecolingua in the development of a system that
synthesises ecological models based on metadata described
through it, has been reassuring that constructing the ontology in the way described in this paper was not cost-effective. Even after having signi®cantly pruned the ontology we
only actually use a small subset of it. Furthermore, we often
have to ®ne-tune the axioms in this subset to the needs of the
application.
3. On sharing declarative £ inferential knowledge
There are interesting contexts in which it would be desirable, if not essential, to share not the declarative knowledge
but the inferences performed by KBSs. The usual process of

translating the knowledge base of KBS1, the donor, into the
formalism of KBS2, the recipient, and making it all available
for local use by KBS2, is not always adequate Ð if a knowledge base contains sensitive information or if queries to it
can be charged, it is not advisable to supply it to another
system.
We regard inferential knowledge as the knowledge implicit in the knowledge base of a KBS and made explicit by its
inference engine. If we are to share this kind of knowledge
then we must ensure that inferences be appropriately represented and passed on from one KBS to another. There ought
to be, beyond the usual ontological correspondence between
the communicating systems, a correspondence between the
inference engines, in terms of their operators and deduction
rules. If the logical formalisms of the KBSs are similar or if
entailment relationships between their inferential powers
can be detected (e.g. modal logic inferences and classic
logic inferences), the correspondence can be easily
obtained.
However, an interesting problem arises when not all kinds
of inferences provided by one KBS are acceptable by
another system, that is, a situation of partial knowledge
sharing. This can be the case, for instance, of a KBS
which would not accept inferences longer than a certain
limit or, if the KBS providing the inferences charged for
them, beyond a certain price. More sophisticated situations
arise when certain operators or rules of inference are not
accepted. Since inferences can be very large, the problem of
examining them has to be given a computationally feasible
solution.
We have investigated in Ref. [26] the problem of inferential knowledge sharing among resource-sensitive systems
(also called substructural logic systems [19]). The class of
substructural logics, encompassing, for instance, intuitionistic logics [17], relevance logics [1] and linear logics [30],
employ in their inferences structural rules which take into
account the structure of premises in a deduction [19].
Substructural logics differ from each other by virtue of the
structural rules allowed in their proofs: the set of structural
rules permitted in one logic may be extended or reduced
thus giving rise to other logics. A number of real-life
problems can be naturally represented and elegantly solved
via resource-sensitive inferencing. Useful and computationally ef®cient reasoning systems have been developed
employing substructural logics, for instance Refs. [36,56].
We want to achieve knowledge sharing in an opportunistic form: rather than assuming we have a formal description
of each system, our scenario will be a more realistic one if
we assume that very little is known of all participating
systems. A knowledge-based system KBS1 may want to
try to use another system KBS2 by posing it queries and
analysing its answers. In this section we describe a computationally ef®cient approach to perform the analysis of
answers. We shall assume that our systems all share the
same vocabulary, that is, their knowledge bases are all
subsets of a language P. If this assumption does not hold
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Fig. 4. Connective rules as Gentzen sequent rules.

then a translation function among the languages of each
system should be provided [9] or, alternatively, the correspondence among speci®c constructs to be shared [15]
ought to be given.
To enable a KBS to reject an answer from a remote
system, the latter must provide not only the answer for a
given query, but also describe how that inference was
achieved. This means that the donor must provide, together
with its answer, a description of the inference steps that led
to that conclusion. The receiver will inspect that inference
and decide whether to accept or reject it. This poses an extra
overhead which may lead to unacceptable inef®ciencies.
Proofs are normally large objects, usually of orders of
magnitude larger than the answer they generate. Procedures
to examine a proof and check for properties in it will naturally re¯ect the size and complexity of the objects involved.
In the following sections we show how this problem can
be avoided by sending a much more compact representation
of the `important aspects' of the inferences. We show that
this can be done ef®ciently for the class of resource-sensitive logics known as substructural logics.

accepts only the associativity rules (while the pure Lambek
calculus accepts none), which, in terms of resources, means
that all formulae must be used in a given order; linear logic
accepts associativity and commutativity, so formulae must
all be used, and only once, but in any order; relevance logics
further accepts contraction, which allows it to reuse formulae in a deduction. Finally, intuitionistic logic accepts all
structural rules, and therefore accepts all constructible theorems.

3.1. Substructural logics

W ; lxy´xyy Wxy o xyy

Substructural logics are a family of logics which differ
from each other by the set of structural rules that each logic
in the family accepts. These structural rules determine how
resources are dealt with by each logic, and therefore the
whole family is also known as resource sensitive logics.
For the purpose of this presentation, we will be working
with a fragment of the logic de®ned by the connectives ^
(multiplicative conjunction), ! (right implication) and Ã
(left implication) (in the absence of commutativity, ! and
Ã are not equivalent). Each logic in the family will obey
the connective rules shown in Fig. 4, depicted as Gentzen
sequent rules.
As we are not assuming a priori structural rules, the antecedent of a sequent is a binary tree, with formulae at its
leaves and `,' at the internal nodes. Antecedents are by
default left-associative, so F1, F2, F3 actually represents
((F1,F2),F3). The consequent of a sequent is always a single
formula. By G[w] we mean a speci®c occurrence of w in the
structure G, and a corresponding G[C] in the lower part of a
rule means the substitution of that occurrence of w by the
structure C in G. What distinguishes one substructural logic
from another are the structural rules that are allowed in its
inferences.
For example, the Lambek calculus is the logic that

3.2. Combinator logics and structurally-free theorem
proving
Dunn and Meyer [21] noted that the structural rules can
be represented by combinators. Combinators are l -terms
with no free variables [4]. We shall represent combinators
by capital letters; the choice of letters is historical. Some
examples of combinators are
B ; lxyz´x yz Bxyz o x yz
C ; lxyz´xzy Cxyz o xzy

The symbol o means `reduces to' and in the traditional
l -calculus it is replaced by  . The right hand-side formula
in each box shows that combinators can be de®ned without
l -abstraction and, in this sense, they become proper combinators dissociated from the l -calculus, as in their original
formulation [47].
In Ref. [21] it is proposed a structurally-free logic (SFL)
where the system is free from any structural presupposition
(whence its name). All structural operations have to be
accounted for via combinator rules, and hence another
name for such a logic is combinator logic. In the language
of such a logic, the combinators are considered as special
atomic formulae. Hence, p ! (B £ q) is a formula of such a
language. The connective rules for such a language are
exactly those presented before. However, there are no structural rules in SFL. Instead, we have connective rules; a
generic combinator rule is
Gs F 1 ; ¼; F k r x
X r
GX; F 1 ; ¼; F k r x
(where Xx1 ; ¼; xk o s x 1 ; ¼; xk  for a combinator that,
when applied to the lower sequent as shown, generates the
upper sequent. Some instantiations of the generic
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Fig. 5. Discount belief network (discount-BN).

combinator rule for the combinators presented above are:
Left-associativity

Commutativity

Contraction

GF; C; J r x
B r
GB; F; C; J r x

GF; J; C r x
C r
GC; F; C; J r x

GF; C; C r x
W r
GW; F; C r x

Note that above we also show the structural rule associated with the combinator rule.
Combinator rules leave a `trail' of combinators in a proof,
and such combinators are evidence of the structural rules
needed for the deduction. Finger [25] proposed the notion of
Structurally-Free Theorem Proving (SFTP), which can be
de®ned as follows. Given an antecedent G and a consequent

x , ®nd a combinator X such that X, G r x is deducible in
combinator logic. Such an activity is a generalisation of
traditional theorem proving, because by inspecting the
combinators that compose the answer X, it allows us to
answer the question: in which substructural logics is a
given sequent deducible.
3.3. An example: knowledge sharing between relevance and
linear logics
Let us suppose the following formulae:
Zurich Ã London

Barcelona Ã London
London
Comprise the knowledge-base of a donor system. These
propositional formulae entail simple information about
routes of ¯ights (®rst and second formulae) and the origin
of the journey (third formula). Let us assume further that the
inference engine of such system incorporates a relevant
logics [1]. When posed a query Ã Zurich ^ Barcelona
(that is, is it possible to go both to Zurich and Barcelona,
leaving from London?) then the donor system prepares the
following sequent proof:

The subscript in the combinators indicates the position in
the sequent where that combinator was applied: it can be
de®ned purely in terms of combinators as X 1  X and
X i11  BX i : The output of the query to the KBS above
consists of the answer that Ã Zurich ^ Barcelona holds
and the list kW3,C2,B2l. Recipient systems are able to ef®ciently evaluate the answer provided: rather than examining
the proof, a linear scan of the list of combinators is enough to
check for properties of the donor system. In our example, since
W is found in the output string of combinators, we conclude
that the deduction is not linear. Recipient systems which
required that proofs be linear could reject the deduction
above just by examining the simpli®ed list of combinators.
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Such a method for quickly checking the kind of structural
rule, i.e. the control of resources, used by a remote inference
system easily generalises to any substructural system. All it
is required to do is to send, together with the answer to a
query, a combinator list associated with the deduction of the
answer to the query.
4. On sharing syntactic £ semantic knowledge
As noted in Refs. [15,16], besides having restrictions on
the use of deductive systems (Section 3), a semantic
mapping on the systems domains is required for certain
knowledge sharing. A nice example of this situation can
be found in systems for reasoning under uncertainty,
where even if we do have a shared ontology for the problem
being solved, we must still establish semantic links between
the inferences performed within each system to actually
have knowledge being shared and reused.
This section presents the issues on having a simple logical
system for interval-based probabilistic reasoning being able
to consult bayesian belief networks to complete its own
inferences. Despite sharing a lot of semantic information,
the differences on the internal procedures to construct
answers create some dif®culties to semantically connect
answers from both systems.
Sections 4.1±4.4 introduce the basic de®nitions of the
probabilistic logics and the bayesian belief networks used
in our work and how they can be semantically related. A
more comprehensive review on these subjects is shown in
Ref. [12]. In order to keep the discussion more objective, we
provide concrete examples.
4.1. A system for probabilistic reasoning
The sample system for probabilistic reasoning used here 6
employs a resolution-style SLDNF deductive system for
clausal theories and can be implemented as a pure Prolog
meta-interpreter [2,3,49]. Such a system allows deductions
of degrees of belief apportioned by a rational agent to state-

ments represented as normal clauses and queries. These
degrees of belief are represented as probabilities on possible
worlds, based on the foundations for well-known formal-

6

This is a short version of the system presented in Ref. [14] and implemented in Ref. [11].
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isms like incidence calculus [8,13], probabilistic logic [44]
and the Dempster±Shafer theory of evidence [22,48].
This de®nes a rich subset of ®rst-order logic with a
computationally ef®cient inference procedure and a
formally speci®ed declarative semantics. A program II is a
theory consisting of a collection of normal clauses
H Ã Q1,¼,Qn and unit clauses H 0 Ã , and proofs will be
triggered by a query Ã Q 01 ; ¼; Q 0m ; where H, H 0 are atomic
predicates and Qj ; Q 0k are atomic predicates or negations of
atomic predicates.
A set of possible worlds is a collection of worlds (or states, or
interpretations), each of them assigning different truth-values
to the formulae in our language. Intuitively, a possible world
should be viewed as a conceivable hypothetical scenario upon
which we can construct our reasoning. The degree of belief
attached to a query is the probability of selecting a possible
world at random and the query being true in that world. Following Ref. [43], one way of evaluating the degree of belief is
based on solutions obtained for the inner and outer
~ 
approximations for the probability of a query Q
0
0
p ~
~
Q 1 ; ¼; Q m ; denoted as Pp Q and P Q respectively,
and calculated as below (complementary de®nitions
are presented in Appendix A):
HÃQ

)

Pp H  Pp Q
Pp H  Pp Q

~2
~ 1; Q
HÃQ

)

~ 1  1 Pp Q
~ 2  2 1}
Pp H  max{0; Pp Q
~ 1 ; Pp Q
~ 2 }
Pp H  min{Pp Q

~1
HÃQ

)

~ 1  1 Pp Q
~ 2 }
Pp H  min{1; Pp Q

~2
HÃQ
H Ã: Q

~ 1 ; Pp Q
~ 2 }
Pp H  max{Pp Q

)

Pp H  1 2 Pp Q
Pp H  1 2 Pp Q

Example 4.1. Let us consider the following KBS3 for
¯ight reservations within the United Kingdom:

The probability of having ¯ights from a place X to Y is
given by available(X,Y). The probability related to
the query Ã available(london,manchester) is
calculated according to the rules above, that is
max{:6; :0}; min{1:; :9}  :6; :9
The probability of having cheap ¯ights, say from London
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Table 1
Structural similarities between logical system and belief network

Atomic information
relations
Degrees of belief
A priori information
Output

Logical system

Belief network

Predicates and ground terms
Normal clauses
Probability intervals
Intervals for unit clauses
Intervals for queries

Boolean variables
Directed graph edges
Conditional probabilities
Selected set of marginal probabilities
Probabilities given evidential assumptions

Table 2
Operational differences between logical system and belief network

Basis for propagation
Inference system
Representation of
degrees of belief

Logical system

Belief network

Logical implication
Resolution
Interval based

Probabilistic conditioning
Bayesian rule
Single valued

to Manchester in August, i.e. Ã cheap (london,manchester,august) cannot be calculated in this theory
through explicit means since discount(london,
manchester,august) has no values. This task is
deferred to Section 4.4.
4.2. Bayesian belief networks
A Bayesian belief network is a directed acyclic graph
in which nodes stand for propositional variables, and
edges for the probabilistic relation between them [55].
For instance, an edge from node vi to node vj denotes
how vj depends on vi. On the other hand, the probability
of vi may change as vj is given as an evidence. A more
formal de®nition of Bayesian belief network is given in
Appendix A.
Belief networks are mainly applied to the representation
and manipulation of knowledge concerning how evidences
support hypotheses. This is denoted by the probability
propagation along the network via probability values
assigned to nodes and edges, conditional probability
(Appendix A).
Example 4.2. The belief network shown in Fig. 5 represents the statistical knowledge on how plane fares are
reduced (D) depending on the season (S), and the availability of chartered planes (C).
4.3. Mapping formalisms
Comparing the formalisms for uncertain reasoning
presented in the previous sections, we realise their
structural similarities, as presented in Table 1. Both
systems were created to propagate their (probabilitybased) representations of degrees of belief along pieces
of knowledge. As a result, they contain operators to

perform conceptually equivalent tasks, as indicated by
their structural similarities (Table 1). In contrast with
the above, the procedures employed within each system
to effectively propagate degrees of belief are very
dissimilar, as presented in Table 2.
To have both systems sharing knowledge, their corresponding capabilities at the conceptual level must be
de®ned, namely by mapping their semantics (Fig. 6).
The relation must be established as a functional transformation from logical atomic queries to prede®ned
conditional probabilities of the belief network, and
then back from the (single valued) probability estimations from the belief network to the (interval based)
probability values in the logical system. The interpretation of queries and answers in each system must be
compatible with each other, hence the connection must
be established at the semantic level.
To link a predicate p(a) from the logic system to a pair
of evidences from the belief network (v1,¼,vmue1,¼,er) and
(v1,¼, vm, vm11,¼,vnue1,¼,er), the set of possible worlds
selected by the evidences e1,¼,er must be disjoint with
the set of possible worlds initially used to interpret
the program. Also, the algebra and probability
measure based on this set of possible worlds must
be independent from the other algebras and measures
used in the initial interpretation of the program. Under
such restrictions, the set of possible worlds, algebras
and probability measures considered initially for the
program can be extended. Results from the bayesian
belief network can then be included as part of the
logical proofs.
Regarding the Example 4.1, a semantic relation
between the KBS3 and the discount belief network,
presented in Example 4.2, can be established. If the
notion of reduced fares are appropriately related to
reduced plane fares in KBS3, the predicate
discount(From,To,Month) can be inferred from
the discount belief network. As the Month is given,
we can associate high and low-season time. For the
query Ã discount(london,manchester,august), for
example, we may use high season time (S) as evidence.
This way, the inner approximation for the query Ã
discount(london,manchester,august) may be
given by having discount and chartered planes as highseason is given as evidence. On the other hand, the outer
approximation may be given by having reduced fares as
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Fig. 6. Connection between two KBSs: conceptual level.

high-season is given as evidence. For the query above, these
systems are related as follows:

shown in Fig. 7 representing the statistical knowledge on
reliable ¯ights, based on the size of the air-companies and

logic formula

associated interval

result

discount london; manchester; august

p D; CuS; p DuS

0:13; 0:16

4.4. Logical system consulting belief networks
This section presents a range of examples in which the
logic system presented above consults one or two belief
networks to complete its queries.
Example 4.3. Once the semantic relation between the
systems is established, the KBS3 can use the discount-BN
knowledge to complete its inferences. Using the relations

logic formula

the weather conditions for the area.
Besides having the notions of cheap fares, a new notion on
reliable ¯ights must be established to answer the query Ã
best¯ight(london,manchester,august)
for
example. To do so, the semantic relation must ®rst be established between the query Ã reliable(london,
manchester) and the reliability-BN. The weather conditions is given as evidence since the place to go is well-known.
The relation is then de®ned as follows:

associated interval

reliable london; manchester p R; BuWe ; p RuWe 
de®ned in the previous section, we may now answer the
query Ã cheap(london,manchester,august):
available london; manchester  0:6; 0:9
discount london; manchester; august
 0:13; 0:16
cheap london; manchester; august

result
0:38; 0:8

The query Ã best¯ight(london,manchester,
august) can now be answered:
reliable london; manchester  0:38; 0:8
cheap london; manchester; august  0:0; 0:16
bestflight london; manchester; august
 max{0; 0:38 1 0:0 2 1}; min{0:8; 0:16}
 0:0; 0:16

 max{0; 0:13 1 0:6 2 1}; min{0:16; 0:9}  0:0; 0:16

Example 4.4.

Now, let us consider another belief network

Example 4.5. In KBS3, good ¯ights are measured by either
the ¯ight is cheap or the ¯ight is reliable. The query Ã
good¯ight(london,manchester,august)
can
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results to supply the information originally requested. This
task is sometimes described as information `brokering'. In
Ref. [46] we describe a simple, compact mechanism based

then be answered by sharing knowledge either from the reliability-BN or from the discount-BN. If the following semantic
relations are established:
logic formula

associated interval

network

result

reliableorcheap london; manchester; august p R; BuWe ; p RuWe 

reliability-BN

0:38; 0:8

reliableorcheap london; manchester; august

discount-BN

0:13; 0:16

p D; CuS; p DuS

on Horn clause logic for performing this task. The diagram
of Fig. 8 (adapted from that paper) describes the general
brokering method.

Query Ã good¯ight(london,manchester,august)
may have two different results, depending on which BN is
being used. If we use reliability-BN, then we have

available london; manchester 
reliableorcheap london; manchester; august 
goodflight london; manchester; august



0:6; 0:9
0:38; 0:8
max{0; 0:38 1 0:6 2 1}; min{0:9; 0:8}  0:0; 0:8

If, on the other hand, we use reliability-BN, then we have:
available london; manchester 
reliableorcheap london; manchester; august 
goodflight london; manchester; august
The results presented here take into account only a simple
situation in which information provided by the networks is
completely missing in the logical system. Additionally, we
have not considered how the connection between systems
would have to be made so that logical theories could also
provide useful information to belief networks. As with the
example above, different KBSs could be used to answer
the same query. A broker containing the descriptions of
the systems capabilities must then be provided. The broker
is concerned with accepting queries, formatting them
accordingly and providing the means to obtain answers
based on the capabilities relation (details on this subject
are presented in Section 5).



0:6; 0:9
0:13; 0:16
max{0; 0:13 1 0:6 2 1}; min{0:16; 0:9}  0:0; 0:16
Initially, each KBS describes its capabilities in our
capability language (explained later by example). In the
diagram we depict these capabilities as the boxed C1 and
C2 attached to each of the two KBSs in the example.
Capabilities are advertised by sending these to a broker,
which records the capabilities and the KBSs who claim to
be able to supply them. In Fig. 8 this is shown as a single
broker but we could, if we wished, have a distributed system

5. On sharing group knowledge
In previous sections we have shown how knowledge can
be shared between pairs of systems under different assumptions about the reasoning mechanisms employed by those
systems. The ultimate goal of knowledge sharing, however,
requires more than this. It also is necessary that systems
which hitherto have not interacted, and which have been
designed by separate teams of engineers, should be able to
share information. A prerequisite for doing this on a large
scale is some mechanism for guessing which of the many
systems available are capable of supplying different kinds of
information, then acquiring actual information based on
these capability descriptions and ®nally assembling the

Fig. 7. Reliability belief network (reliability-BN).
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Fig. 8. A capability brokering method.

of brokers Ð in the most extreme case of a fully distributed
agent system there could be a separate broker for each agent.
In the next stage, another KBS (in our diagram, KBS 3)
sends a query to the broker. The broker constructs from its
capability descriptions its internal description, which we
call a `brokerage structure', of how the query might be
answered based on those capabilities. It then translates its
brokerage structure into a sequence of performative statements describing the messages which it thinks should enable
the query to be satis®ed by requesting appropriate KBSs to
discharge their capabilities. In the ®nal stage this performative information is used by the KBS which sent the query to
select which KBSs to contact, to send appropriate messages
to them, and await appropriate responses.
The details of the brokering mechanism are given in Ref.
[46]. To demonstrate its interaction with the pairwise
knowledge sharing of previous sections we return to our
earlier examples to demonstrate how we may supply
capability descriptions of each KBS and then use these
descriptions to broker information.
Our example will involve three KBSs: the ¯ight reservation system from Example 4.1 of Section 4.1; the discount
belief network from Fig. 5 of Section 4.2; and the reliability
8
>
>
>
>
>
<

belief network from Fig. 7 of Section 4.4. We ®rst describe a
set of capabilities for each of these three systems.
We describe capabilities using Horn clauses of the
form C Ã P1 ^ ¼ ^ Pn; where C is a query which the
system may be capable of answering and each Pi is a
query which must be made of another system and the
answer supplied in order for an answer to C to be
attempted. Where the query for C may be attempted
without interacting with other systems we omit the
conditions and simply state C. Notice that these capability descriptions are not part of the machinery of inference of the KBS. They only specify which queries the
KBS is competent to attempt, without prescribing how
(or even if) they will be answered. Capability sets for
each of the three example KBSs, accompanied by informal descriptions in English, are given below:
Capabilities for ¯ight reservation KBS. Assessing the
chance of ¯ight availability; guessing the chance of a
cheap fare if it is supplied information about the likelihood
of a discount; guessing the chance of a good ¯ight if it is
supplied with the likelihood of a reliable or cheap ¯ight; or
suggesting the best ¯ight if given information about the
chances of discount and reliability.

available From; To  P
cheap From; To; Month  P1

Ã

discount From; To  P2

>
>
goodflight From; To; Month  P1
>
>
>
:
bestflight From; To; Month  P1

Ã

reliableorcheap From; To; Month  P2

Ã

discount From; To  P2 ^ reliable From; To  P3

9
>
>
>
>
>
=
>
>
>
>
>
;
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Capabilities for discount belief network. Estimating
the probability that it is high season; estimating the
probability of a reduced plane fare given that it is
high season; estimating the probability of a reduced
plane fare and chartered planes being available given
that it is high season.
8
9
p S  P >
>
>
>
<
=
p DuS  P
>
>
>
>
:
;
p D; CuS  P
Capabilities for reliability belief network. Estimating the
probability that weather conditions are good in England;
estimating the probability that a plane is reliable given
that weather conditions are good in England; estimating
the probability that a plane is reliable and that a big air
company does the service given that weather conditions
are good in England.
8
9
p We   P >
>
>
>
<
=
p RuWe   P
>
>
>
>
:
;
p R; BuWe   P
Since the ontologies used in the three systems are different we also need to supply de®nitions of translations
between terms in appropriate ontologies - allowing a term
used in one system to be understood in the ontology of
another. We use T1 < T2 to denote that the term T1 in one
ontology is considered equivalent to the term T2 in another. 7
The de®nitions are then:
reliableorcheap From; To; Month  Pl ; Pu  <
p D; CuS  Pl ^ p DuS  Pu
reliableorcheap From; To  Pl ; Pu  <
p R; BuWe   Pl ^ p R; We   Pu
If our broker is supplied with this information then it can
construct brokerage structures for queries posed to it that
involve the coordinated efforts of all three KBSs. The formal
details of this are given in Ref. [46] but, for our current
purposes, it suf®ces to show informally how this is assembled
for the query good¯ight(london,manchester,august)  P. One
nested brokerage structure for this is as shown below:
² The capability good¯ight(london,manchester,august) 
P1 Ã reliableorcheap(london,manchester,august):
P2
suggests that the query might be answered by the ¯ight
reservation KBS provided that it is supplied with
reliableorcheap london; manchester; august  P2 :
² reliableorcheap london; manchester; august  Pl ; Pu 
can be translated to p D; CuS  Pl ^ p DuS  Pu :
² p D; CuS  Pl is a capability of the discount belief
network.
7
Strictly we should name the ontologies in these de®nitions but we leave
this detail out of our example.

² p DuS  Pu is a capability of the discount belief
network.
This structure is then easily translated into a sequence of
messages which can be sent to the appropriate KBSs. Given
the actual inference mechanisms which we saw in previous
sections, the behaviour we would expect is as follows:
² The broker asks the discount belief network if it can
answer the queries p D; CuS  Pl and p DuS  Pu :
² The answers returned are p DCuS  0:13 and p DuS 
0:16 (see Fig. 1).
² The
broker
then
applies
the
translation:
reliableorcheap(london,manchester,august)  [0.13,0.16] <
p(D,CuS)  0.13 ^ p(DuS)  0.16.
² It now informs the ¯ight reservation KBS of its belief that
reliableorcheap london; manchester; august  0:13; 0:16
and
asks
it
to
supply
an
answer
for
goodflight london; manchester; august  P1 given this
information.
² The answer is goodflight london; manchester; august 
0:13; 0:16:
6. Conclusions and discussion
Ontologies are useful in aiding knowledge sharing.
However, as described in our investigation, many other
important issues arise which cannot be dealt with simply
with ontologies. Other techniques have to be investigated
and combined in order to solve practical problems inherent
in knowledge sharing. In this paper we have discussed a
number of problems related with employing ontologies to
foster knowledge sharing and suggested alternative solutions to them. We have exploited the following aspects:
1. Reusing ontologies to engineer new ontologies Ð Ontologies enthusiasts claim that reuse is a useful feature of
ontologies. However, we have shown via an actual experiment in which we tried to build a new ontology reusing a
library of existing ontologies, that reuse is not straightforward and many practical issues arise. We have presented
and assessed techniques to cope with such issues.
2. Sharing inferences. Ð When we want to share not the
declarative knowledge of a KBS but its inferences, then
ontologies fall short in providing adequate solutions. If
not all kinds of inferences provided by one KBS are
accepted by another system, that is, a situation of partial
knowledge sharing arises, then it is required that the inferences be examined by the receiving system. Since inferences may be very large, the problem of examining them
has to be given a computationally feasible solution. We
have proposed an ef®cient way to build and economically
represent proofs by means of combinator logics so as to
enable their ef®cient interchange and analysis by the
KBSs sharing their knowledge.
3. Sharing semantic knowledge. Ð In systems for reasoning
under uncertainty, even when we have a shared ontology,
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we must still establish semantic links between the inferences performed within each system in order to appropriately share and reuse knowledge. We have studied a
signi®cant instance of this problem, in which a logical
system for interval-based probabilistic reasoning is made
to consult a bayesian belief network to complete its inferences. The dif®culties arising are pointed out and we show
how these can be remedied.
4. Sharing group knowledge Ð When knowledge sharing is to
take place in a large scale, mechanisms are required for
guessing which of the many systems available are capable
of supplying different kinds of information. We have investigated a simple alternative for a mechanism that acts as a
knowledge broker in which the capabilities of systems are
advertised (as Horn clauses) and consulted by the requesting
systems. We illustrate the workings and the usefulness of our
proposal with a simple motivating example.

² D [ x D;
² A [ xD ): A [ xD ;
² A; B [ xD ) A < B [ xD :

This paper does not claim to be exhaustive in pointing out
issues in knowledge sharing which are not accounted for by
ontologies. We have compiled a list of our own experiences
to illustrate our point. It is our hope that more case studies
appear in the literature to guide practitioners in the task of
(re-)engineering KBSs for knowledge sharing.

Given two measurable events A, B [ x D, the conditional
probability P(AuB) is de®ned as:
8
>
< P A > B ; P B ± 0
P B
P AuB 
>
:
0;
P B  0
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Appendix A. Basic facts on probability theory and
bayesian belief networks
Given a ®nite set D, an algebra x D on D is a set of subsets
of D such that

A subset of D is called an event on D. Events belonging to
x D are called measurable events. The basis x 0D of an algebra
x D is the subset of x D such that
² { } Ó x 0D ;
² A; B [ x 0D ) A > B  { };
S
² K [ xD ) 'A1 ; ¼; An [ x 0D : K  n1 Ai :
A probability measure on x D is a function P:x D ! [0,1]
such that
² P D  1 (total probability);
² A > B  { } ) P A < B  P A 1 P B (®nite additivity).

Two measurable events A, B are called independent iff
P AuB  P A which, as a corollary, gives that P A >
B  P A £ P B: Probability measures can be extended
to non-measurable events, i.e. sets Aj [ 2 D\x D. Given D, x D
and P, we de®ne the inner and outer extensions to P (Pp
and Pp ; respectively) as [20]:
² Pp ; Pp : 2D ! 0; 1
² Pp A  sup{P X : X # A; X [ xD }  P <X : X #
A; X [ x 0D 
² Pp A  inf {P X : A # X; X [ xD }  P <X :
X > A ± { }; X [ x 0D 
A bayesian belief network [55] is a tuple B  G; P
where:
² G  VG; AG is an acyclic digraph with nodes VG 
{V1 ; ¼; Vn }; n $ 1; and edges AG;
² P  {pVi uVi [ VG} is a set of real-valued non-negative
functions
pVi : {CVi } £ {CrG Vi  } ! 0; 1
called (conditional) probability assessment functions,
such that for each con®guration cr G(Vi) of the set
r G(Vi) of (immediate) predecessors of node Vi in G, we
have that pVi : vi ucrG Vi    1 2 pVi vi ucrG Vi  :
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